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Abstract We propose a new finite population model for cellular mobile systems with traveling users. In this model,
mobile users arrive according to a Poisson process from outside the system, independently travel in the system, and
leave the system in due time. A mobile user is either in call (active) or out of call (inactive). We find that if two
minor modifications are made to the model, the joint distribution of the number of calls in progress in each cell has
the product form. Making the two modifications is referred to as product-form approximation in this paper. Under
the product-form approximation, the probability that channels are fully occupied in a cell is given by the Erlangloss formula. We evaluate the accuracy of the product-form approximation through several simulation experiments,
and find that the Erlang-loss formula remains applicable to the performance evaluation and channel provisioning of
cellular mobile systems.
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1. Introduction
Investigating the performance characteristics of cellular mobile networks has been the focus of
considerable research reported in literature. The performance of cellular mobile systems is often
described in terms of the probability of call blocking or that of hand-oﬀ blocking. Thus, it is
crucial to find a simple method to evaluate these performance indices in order to design cellular
mobile networks.
In traditional wired telephone networks, the Erlang-loss formula has been used to evaluate the
call blocking probability. The Erlang-loss formula holds when new calls are generated according
to a Poisson process. In wired telephone networks, calls are generated by users, the number of
which is much larger than the number of available channels, and thus the call arrival rate does
not depend on the number of calls in progress. Under such infinite population models, the use
of the Poisson-arrival assumption is appropriate. However, the infinite population model may not
be applicable to cellular mobile systems because the number of mobile users (mobile units) in a
small cell cannot be regarded as “infinite” compared with that of available channels. In this sense,
the finite population model would suite cellular mobile systems. Note that, due to user mobility,
the number of mobile users within a cell should fluctuate over time. Most existing formulas based
on finite population models like the Engset formula, however, do not take the fluctuation of the
population over time into account.
Recently, Machihara proposed a finite population model for cellular mobile systems [7]. In
Machihara’s model, mobile users arrive according to a Poisson process from outside the system,
travel independently within the system, and leave the system in due time. He found that, in this
model with a certain modification, the call blocking or hand-oﬀ blocking probability is given by
the Erlang-loss formula. In addition, he showed that an insensitive property holds; the stationary
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distribution of the number of calls in progress depends on the dwell-time and the unencumberedsession-time distributions only through their means.
Machihara focused on a single cell, without explicitly considering the cellular networks. The
aim of this paper is to extend Machihara’s result to cellular networks. Machihara made a modification on his model (a hand-oﬀ user who meets with the handoﬀ blocking immediately departs
from the system) in order to analyze the system in the product-form framework. The modification
made by Machihara, however, does not yield the product-form distribution in cellular networks.
In this paper, we find that two minor modifications are required on the model for obtaining the
product-form joint distribution of the number of calls in each cell. Making the two modifications
is referred to as product-form approximation in this paper. Under the product-form approximation, the probability that channels are fully occupied in a cell is given by the Erlang-loss formula.
This suggests that call-blocking and handoﬀ-blocking probabilities can also be evaluated by the
Erlang-loss formula. Note that the product-form approximation is equivalent to making the state
transition of a cell quasi reversible [3, 6].
A large number of studies have been made on the performance of cellular mobile systems
[4, 5, 11–16]. Hong et al. studied prioritized handoﬀ procedures in cellular systems [4]. Rappaport
[14] analyzed the performance of a system in which simultaneous multiple handoﬀs are generated
by moving vehicles. Su et al. [15] and Takahashi et al. [16] focused on the analysis of the
eﬀect of the soft handoﬀ in CDMA systems. Ohmikawa et al. [11] analyzed the CDMA systems
taking into account the dependence of available channels on the channel utilization in neighboring
cells. These studies assumed the calls to arrive according to a Poisson process and the dwell
time and unencumbered-session time to be exponentially distributed. Orlik et al. [12] studied
cellular systems in terms of non-exponential dwell-time and session-time distributions. They also
considered the analysis based on MMPP for the handoﬀ arrival process [13].
A significant diﬀerence between these existing studies cited above and this paper is in the
description of the state. A cellular system is often modeled as a large-scale Markov chain. To
reduce the size of the Markov chain, all existing studies used certain approximations, like the state
aggregation. In contrast, we apply the product-form framework of the queueing theory [3, 6] to
cellular mobile systems. This approach allows us to consider the complete state of the system
without any state reduction approximations. This framework is also useful in investigating the
insensitivity property of the system [10].
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the system under consideration.
In Section 3, we show that the number of users of each cell has the product-form distribution. In
Section 4, we consider a cellular mobile system with infinite channels. We show that, in infinitechannel cases, the stationary distribution of the number of calls in progress of each cell has the
product form. In Section 5, we consider a finite-channel model. We firstly show that, in finitechannel cases, the number of calls in each cell does not have product-form distribution. Next,
we show that, if two minor modifications are made on the model, the joint distribution of the
number of calls in progress in each cell has the product form. Thus, under the set of the two
modifications (the product-form approximation), the probability that channels are fully occupied
in a cell is given by the Erlang-loss formula. In Section 6, we evaluate the accuracy of the productform approximation through several simulation experiments, and find that the Erlang-loss formula
remains applicable to the performance evaluation and channel provisioning of cellular mobile
systems.
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2. Network Model
We consider a cellular mobile network, which consists of J base stations. Each base station has
its own zone, which is referred to as cell. The ith cell has ci channels. A mobile user makes a call
using one of the channels in each cell. We make the following assumptions concerning the mobile
user behavior:
(1) External arrival. Mobile users arrive at cell i from outside the network following a Poisson
process with rate λ0i .
(2) User mobility. A mobile user in a cell independently moves to one of the adjacent cells or
departs from the network after his stay in the cell. A mobile user in cell i moves to cell j with
probability pi j and departs from the network with probability pi0. The residing time of the mobile
users in each cell is subject to arbitrary distribution. In this paper, F i (t) and hi respectively denote
the distribution function and expectation concerning the residing time of the mobile users in cell
i.
(3) Active and inactive users. A mobile user is either in call or out of call respectively. If a mobile
user is in (out of) call mode, we say he is active (inactive). The distribution function of the active
(inactive) duration, G(h) (t) (G(nh) (t)), is arbitrary. In this paper, th and tnh respectively denote the
def
average active and inactive durations. We also define ρ = th/(th + tnh).
(4) Call generation. An inactive user requests a call at the end of the inactive period. If there are
available channels at this time, then his request is accepted and he changes into active mode.
(5) Call blocking. A call request of an inactive mobile user is blocked if there is no available
channel. When the call request is blocked, the inactive mobile user enters the inactive state
again, and after completion of the inactive period, he will try to make a call again.
(6) Hand-oﬀ blocking. An active mobile user, who moves into cell i from one of the adjacent
cells, continues calling only when there are available channels in cell i; otherwise, the call is
interrupted (hand-oﬀ blocking). The active mobile user, whose call is interrupted by hand-oﬀ
blocking, changes his state to inactive, and will try to make a call again after the inactive period
has passed.
(7) States of new mobile users. A new mobile user arriving from outside of the network is active
with probability ρ and inactive with probability 1 − ρ. The remaining active time (call holding
time) of a new active mobile user has the following distribution:

1 t
(h)
(1 − G(h) (u))du.
Ge (t) =
th 0
(h)
Note that G(h)
e (t) is the equilibrium distribution of G (t). Similarly, the remaining inactive time
of a new inactive mobile user has the following distribution:
 t
1
(nh)
(1 − G(nh) (u))du,
Ge (t) =
tnh 0

which is the equilibrium distribution of G(nh) (t).
3. Stationary Distribution of the Number of Mobile Users
In terms of the number of mobile users in each cell, the network model under consideration is
equivalent to Kelly (or BCMP) networks where each station has infinite servers [2, 6]. Thus, the
joint distribution of the number of mobile users in each cell has the product form. To be more
precise, let L j (≥ 0) be a random variable expressing the number of mobile users in cell j, and let
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l j (≥ 0) be an outcome of L j . We also let L = (L1, . . . , L J ) and l = (l1, . . . , l J ). Then, the stationary
def

distribution of L, denoted by pu (l) = P[L = l], is given by
pu(l) =

J

ali
i

li !

i=1

e−ai 1(0 ≤ li ),

def

ai = λi hi ,

(3.1)

where 1(A) denotes the indicator function, which is 1 when A is true and 0 when A is false, and
(λ1 , . . . , λ J ) is the solution to the following traﬃc equation:
J


λi = λ0i +

λ j p ji .

(3.2)

j=1; ji

Variable λi in (3.1) and (3.2) corresponds to the overall arrival rate to cell i, including both external
arrival and internal transitions, and thus ai is the average number of mobile users in cell i. The
l

ai

marginal distribution of the number of mobile users in cell i is given by pu (li) = lii! e−ai .
Note that, although the external arrivals to each cell follow a Poisson process, total arrivals to
each cell, including internal transitions, do not. This is because there is some correlation between
arrivals and the system due to the feedback; a mobile user departing a cell may return to this cell
again.
4. The Stationary Distribution of the Number of Calls in Progress: Infinite Channel Case
4.1. Derivation of the stationary distribution
If each cell has an infinite number of channels, the stationary joint distribution of the number of
calls in progress in each cell has the product form. To show this, let N j (≥ 0) be a random variable
expressing the number of calls (number of active users) in cell j, and let n j (≥ 0) be an outcome of
def

def

N j . We also let N = (N1, . . . , N J ) and n = (n1, . . . , n J ).
def

Theorem 4.1. The stationary distribution of N, denoted by π(n) = P[N = n], is given by
π(n) =

J

(ai ρ)ni
i=1

ni !

e−ai ρ 1(0 ≤ ni ).

(4.1)

Proof. In the infinite channel case, a mobile user is active with probability ρ and inactive with
probability 1 − ρ. The states (active or inactive) of mobile users are mutually independent from
each other. The state of a given mobile user is also independent of the number of users in each
cell. Thus, the conditional probability distribution of N when the number of users in each cell is
def
l, denoted by π(n|l) = P[N = n|L = l], is given by
J  

li n i
π(n|l) =
ρ (1 − ρ)li −ni 1(0 ≤ ni ≤ li ).
n
i
i=1

Combining (3.1) with the above equation yields
π(n) =
=

∞


···

l1 =0
∞

l1 =n1

∞


···

π(n|l)

lJ =0
∞

lJ =n J

J

ali
i

i=1

li !

e−ai

J  

ali
li n i
li −ni i −ai
e 1(0 ≤ ni )
ρ (1 − ρ)
ni
li !
i=1
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∞
J 

an i

alii −ni
=
ρ
(1 − ρ)li −ni e−ai 1(0 ≤ ni )
n ! (li − ni )!
i=1 li =ni i
J
∞

(aiρ)ni −ai  ((1 − ρ)ai )li −ni
=
e
1(0 ≤ ni )
n
!
(l
−
n
)!
i
i
i
i=1
li =ni
J
ni

(aiρ) −ai ρ
e 1(0 ≤ ni ),
=
ni !
i=1
i

ni



which completes the proof.

Let M j (≥ 0) be a random variable denoting the number of inactive users in cell j, and let
def

m j (≥ 0) be an outcome of M j . The number of inactive users in each cell, M = (M1 , . . . , M J ), also
has the product form distribution. In addition to this, the joint distribution of N and M has the
product form, as shown in the following theorem:
def
Theorem 4.2. The joint distribution of N and M, denoted by p(n, m) = P[N = n, M = m], is
given by
J

(ρai )ni ((1 − ρ)ai )mi
1(0 ≤ ni )1(0 ≤ mi ).
p(n, m) =
e−ai
(4.2)
ni !
mi !
i=1
Proof. Observe that
p(n, m) =
=
=
=

P[N = n, M = m]
P[N = n, L = m + n]
P[N = n|L = m + n]P[L = m + n]
π(n|n + m)pu(n + m)


J
i +mi )

a(n
i
−ai ni + mi ni
e
=
ρ (1 − ρ)mi 1(0 ≤ ni ≤ ni + mi )1(0 ≤ ni + mi )
(n
+
m
)!
n
i
i
i
i=1
J

(ρai )ni ((1 − ρ)ai )mi
1(0 ≤ ni )1(0 ≤ mi ),
e−ai
=
ni !
mi !
i=1

which completes the proof.



The above theorem implies that the number of active users and that of inactive users are mutually independent in infinite channel cases.
4.2. Balance equation
If the residing time, the active duration, and the inactive duration are all exponentially distributed,
the transition of {N, M} is governed by a Markov chain. For comparison with the finite channel
def
case, we show the balance equation of the Markov chain. In the following, we let μi = 1/hi ,
def
def
μ(h) = 1/th , and μ(nh) = 1/tnh. We also let q((n, m), (n , m )) be the transition rate from state
def
def
(n, m) = {N = n, M = m} to state (n, m ) = {N = n , M = m }.
In the network under consideration, there are eight driving processes that cause the state transitions: 1) new active user arrivals, 2) new inactive user arrivals, 3) generation of new calls, 4)
completion of calls, 5) arrival of hand-oﬀs (arrival of active users from neighboring cells), 6)
arrival of inactive users from neighboring cells, 7) active user departures, and 8) inactive user
departures. The transition rates of these driving processes from state (n, m), where 0 ≤ n, 0 ≤ m1 ,
1

The inequality between vectors means component-wise inequality; 0 denotes a vector whose elements are all equal
to 0.
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are given below:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

q((n, m), (n + ei , m)) = ρλ0i ,
q((n, m), (n, m + ei )) = (1 − ρ)λ0i ,
q((n, m), (n + ei , m − ei )) = μ(nh)mi ,
q((n, m), (n − ei , m + ei )) = μ(h)ni ,
q((n, m), (n − ei + e j , m)) = μi ni pi j ,
q((n, m), (n, m − ei + e j )) = μi mi pi j ,
q((n, m), (n − ei , m)) = μini pi0,
q((n, m), (n, m − ei )) = μimi pi0,

where ei denote the vector whose ith element is 1 and other elements are 0. The balance equation
of the system, which equates the probability flow out of state (n, m) with the probability flow into
the same state, is given by
p(n, m)
=
+
+

J

i=1
J

i=1
J


J


[λ0i + μi (ni + mi ) + μ(nh)mi + μ(h) ni ]

i=1

[p(n − ei , m)ρλ0i 1(ni > 0) + p(n, m − ei )(1 − ρ)λ0i 1(mi > 0)]

[p(n + ei , m)μi (ni + 1)pi0 + p(n, m + ei )μi(mi + 1)pi0]
[p(n + ei , m − ei )μ(h)(ni + 1)1(mi > 0) + p(n − ei , m + ei )μ(nh)(mi + 1)1(ni > 0)]

i=1

+

J
J 

i=1

[p(n + ei − e j , m)μi(ni + 1)pi j1(n j > 0) + p(n, m + ei − e j )μi(mi + 1)pi j1(m j > 0)].

ji

(4.3)
Now we show (4.2) satisfies the balance equation (4.3). For this purpose, we divide (4.3) into the
following three partial balance equations:
p(n, m)
=

J


J


[μ(nh)mi + μ(h)ni ]

i=1

[p(n + ei , m − ei )(ni + 1)μ(h)1(mi > 0) + p(n − ei , m + ei )μ(nh)(mi + 1)1(ni > 0)], (4.4)

i=1

p(n, m)
p(n, m)
+

J

i=1
J


i=1
J
J 

i=1

λ0i =

J


[p(n + ei , m)μi (ni + 1)pi0 + p(n, m + ei )μi (mi + 1)pi0],

(4.5)

i=1

μi (ni + mi ) =

J


[p(n − ei , m)ρλ0i 1(ni > 0) + p(n, m − ei )(1 − ρ)λ0i 1(mi > 0)]

i=1

[p(n + ei − e j , m)μi (ni + 1)pi j1(n j > 0) + p(n, m + ei − e j )μi(mi + 1)pi j1(m j > 0)].

ji

(4.6)
If (4.2) satisfies all the partial balance equations, then (4.2) satisfies the balance equation. It
follows from μ(h)/μ(nh) = (1 − ρ)/ρ that (4.2) satisfies (4.4). Next, observe that (4.2) yields
(ni + mi )λ0i
,
p(n − ei , m)ρλ0i 1(ni > 0) + p(n, m − ei )(1 − ρ)λ0i 1(mi > 0) = p(n, m)
ai
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J


[p(n + ei − e j , m)μi(ni + 1)pi j1(n j > 0) + p(n, m + ei − e j )μi(mi + 1)pi j 1(m j > 0)]

i j

J

λi
μ j pi j (n j + m j )
λ
j
i j

λ0 j
= p(n, m) 1 −
μ j (n j + m j )
λj


(n j + m j )λ0 j
= p(n, m) μ j (n j + m j ) −
,
aj

= p(n, m)

from which (4.6) follows. Also observe that (4.2) yields
p(n + ei , m)μi (ni + 1)pi0 + p(n, m + ei )μi(mi + 1)pi0 = p(n, m)ai μi pi0.
Thus, (4.5) also follows if

J

i=1

λ0i =

J


ai μi pi0 ,

i=1

which can be derived from the traﬃc equation (3.2). From these considerations, we know that
(4.2) certainly satisfies the balance equation and thus (4.2) is indeed the stationary distribution.
Remark 4.3. Strictly speaking, the fact that (4.2) is a probability solution satisfying the balance
equation does not always assure that (4.2) is the stationary distribution of the continuous-time
Markov chain. If the traﬃc equation (3.2) has the unique solution, however, (4.2) is indeed the
unique stationary distribution. To see this, first observe that the considered Markov chain is irreducible because all states are accessible from and to state (0, 0). Next, observe that


J 


λ0i + μi (ni + mi ) + μ(nh)mi + μ(h)ni
p(n, m)

i=1
n m
J


=
λ0i + ai μi + ρai μ(h) + (1 − ρ)ai μ(nh) < ∞.

(4.7)

i=1

It thus follows from Corollary 4.4 in [1] (page 53) that the considered Markov chain is ergodic
and thus (4.2) is the unique stationary distribution.
5. The Stationary Distribution of the Number of Calls in Progress: Finite Channel Case
Next, we consider the finite channel case; that is, where each cell has a finite number of channels.
In the finite channel case, call or hand-oﬀ blockings occur, which yields the correlation between
the behaviors of mobile users. Due to this correlation, the distribution of the number of calls in
progress is no longer given by the product form. In this section, we discover that, by making two
modifications to the model, we can analyze the system in the product-form framework.
5.1. Product-form approximation: single cell
Firstly, we show that, in the finite-channel case, the model under consideration does not have the
product-form distribution such as (4.1) or (4.2). To this end, we consider a single cell where the
active and inactive durations are all exponentially distributed. In this case, the state of the system
is described by {N1 , M1 }, the transition of which is governed by a Markov chain. The transition
def
rates from state (n1, m1 ) = {N1 = n1 , M1 = m1}, where 0 ≤ n1 ≤ c1 , 0 ≤ m1, are given below:
q((n1, m1 ), (n1 + 1, m1 )) = ρλ01 1(n1 < c1),
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n

c

1,0

UO

P

P

1,1

O

P (h)
P (nh )

P UO

P
0,0

2P

O
P (h )
2 P ( nh)

1,2

P UO

2P
0,1

(1  U )O

(1  U )O

0,2

q((0,0), (0,1))q((0,1), (1,1))q ((1,1), (1,0))q((1,0), (0,0))

(OP ) 2 U (1  U )

q((0,0), (1,0))q((1,0), (1,1))q((1,1), (0,1))q((0,1), (0,0))

(OP ) 2 U

m

Figure 1: State transition in the finite-channel case: without modification
(1 − ρ)λ01 n1 < c1 ,
n1 = c1 ,
λ01
(nh)
q((n1, m1 ), (n1 + 1, m1 − 1)) = μ m1 1(n1 < c1 ),
q((n1, m1 ), (n1 − 1, m1 + 1)) = μ(h)n1 ,
q((n1, m1 ), (n1 − 1, m1 )) = μ1n1 ,
q((n1, m1 ), (n1, m1 − 1)) = μ1m1 .
q((n1, m1 ), (n1, m1 + 1)) =

Now, we assume that (N1 , M1 ) has the following stationary distribution:
def

p(n1, m1 ) = P[N1 = n1, M1 = m1 ]
(ρa1)n1 −(1−ρ)a1 ((1 − ρ)a1)m1
e
1(0 ≤ n1 ≤ c1 )1(0 ≤ m1 ),
= g
n1 !
m1 !
c1

(ρa1 )k
def
g = 1/
.
k!
k=0

(5.1)

Let us consider the time-reversal Markov Chain [3], the transition rate of which is given by
q̃((n, m), (n, m )) = q((n, m ), (n, m))

p(n, m )
.
p(n, m)

If the stationary distribution of the original Markov Chain is given by (5.1), the transition rates in
the time-revered network are
q̃((n1, m1 ), (n1 + 1, m1 )) = ρλ01 1(n1 < c1 ),
q̃((n1, m1 ), (n1, m1 + 1)) = (1 − ρ)λ01 ,
q̃((n1, m1 ), (n1 + 1, m1 − 1)) = μ(nh)m11(n1 < c1),
q̃((n1, m1 ), (n1 − 1, m1 + 1)) = μ(h)n1 ,
q̃((n1, m1 ), (n1 − 1, m1 )) = μ1n1 ,
q̃((n1, m1 ), (n1, m1 − 1)) = μ1m1 ,
where we use the fact that a1μ1 = λ1 . As you see, the transition rates in the original Markov chain
and those in the time-revered Markov chain diﬀer. Because of this, the original Markov chain is
not quasi reversible [3, 6] and (5.1) does not satisfy the balance equation.
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This fact is also confirmed by the following observation: in the finite-channel case, the transition rates q((n1, m1 ), (n1, m1 + 1)) with n1 < c1 and q((c1, m1 ), (c1 , m1 + 1)) are diﬀerent. Thus, two
paths in the state space, which start at (0, 0), go to (1, 1), and return to (0, 0) again, have diﬀerent
probabilities as shown in Figure 1. This means that Kolmogorov’s criterion [6] is not satisfied and
thus the Markov chain under consideration is not reversible.
Now, we make the following two modifications to the model:
[Modification 1] An active mobile user, who enters cell i but encounters hand-oﬀ blocking,
changes his state into the call-suspending state. The call-suspending user releases the channel
and does not change the state until leaving cell i.
[Modification 2] Call-suspending users in cell i depart from cell i according to a Poisson process
with rate ρλi only when the channels in cell i are all occupied. A call-suspending user, who departs
from cell i, goes to cell j with probability pi j or departs from the network with probability pi0 . If
he moves to one of the neighboring cells, he tries to hold a channel in order to restart the call as
soon as he enters there.
With modifications 1 and 2, the transition rate q((n1, m1 ), (n1 , m1 + 1)) of the Markov chain is
always equal to (1 − ρ)λ01 despite the value of n1.
As shown in Figure 2, under the above mentioned modifications, Kolmogorov’s criterion [6] is
satisfied, and thus the Markov chain governing the transition of (n1, m1 ) is reversible. It is also easy
to see that (5.1) is the stationary distribution of (n1, m1 ) of the original Markov chain under the
two modifications. Making modifications 1 and 2 on the model is referred to as the product-form
approximation in the paper.
n

c

1,0

P

UO

P
(1  U )O

P (h)
P (nh )

2P

1,1

P UO

P
0,0

1,2

(1  U )O
P (h )
2P ( nh)

P UO

2P
0,1

(1  U )O

(1  U )O

0,2

q((0,0), (0,1))q((0,1), (1,1))q ((1,1), (1,0))q((1,0), (0,0))

(OP ) 2 U (1  U )

q((0,0), (1,0))q((1,0), (1,1))q ((1,1), (0,1))q((0,1), (0,0))

(OP ) 2 U (1  U )

m

Figure 2: State transition in the finite-channel case: under the product-form condition
The probability that channels are all occupied is given by the Erlang-loss formula
1
(ρa1)c1 
(ρa1)k
/
.
c1 !
k!
k=0

c

b=

(5.2)

Equation (5.2) gives the probability that channels are fully occupied at an arbitrary epoch. We
call it the channel-full-occupancy probability. Note that call-blocking probability is defined by
the one that channels are fully occupied at the call generation epoch of an inactive user, and the
handoﬀ-blocking probability is the one that channels are fully occupied at the arrival epoch of
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an active user. In spite of the diﬀerence in their definition, we could conjecture that the callblocking, the handoﬀ-blocking, and the channel-full-occupancy probabilities are all the same.
For a single cell case, we can easily confirm this conjecture. To see this, first note that active
users arrive according to a Poisson process from outside the network2. Since Poisson arrivals
see the time-average behavior of the cell (PASTA property), the handoﬀ-blocking probability is
equal to the channel-full-occupancy probability. Next observe that, when the inactive duration
is exponentially distributed, inactive users generate calls according to a Poisson process and call
generation ratio depends only on the number of inactive users, which is statistically independent
of the number of occupied channels as shown in the product form of (5.1). Thus, it also follows
from the PASTA property that the call-blocking probability is equal to the channel-full-occupancy
probability. Concerning the case where the inactive duration is not exponential, please see Section
5.4.
Remark 5.1. Although modification 2 is not required in a single-cell model, it is essential in
cellular networks. Both modifications are necessary for making the transition of the state quasi
reversible [3, 6].
Remark 5.2. The departure rate of call-suspending users from cell i is always fixed at ρλ1 regardless of how many users have encountered hand-oﬀ blocking and thus have become call-suspending
users so far. This means that the number of call-suspending users does not aﬀect the state transition of the Markov Chain considered in this section. The number of call-suspending users is not a
variable describing the Markov Chain. (The number of mobile users in the call-suspending state
might become negative.) Assuming modifications 1 and 2 is equivalent to that users encountering
the hand-oﬀ blocking once disappear from the system but appear again in the same cell with a
constant rate and immediately move to one of adjacent cells.
Remark 5.3. Machihara made the following modification in [7]: active mobile users, whose calls
are interrupted by hand-oﬀ blocking, change their state to inactive and no longer make calls. This
modification is equivalent to modification 1 in a single cell model. It is not, however, suﬃcient
for cellular networks and thus modification 2 is required.
5.2. Insensitivity
In Sec. 5.1, we derive the stationary distribution of {N1 , M1 } when the residing time, active duration, and inactive duration are all exponentially distributed. Machihara [7] showed an insensitivity
property of (5.1) in the sense that (5.1) depends on the distributions of the residing time and the
active duration only through their means. Here we show that a stronger insensitivity property
holds; that is, (5.1) depends on the distributions of the residing time, active duration, and inactive
def
def
(h)
duration only through their means. To do this, we let R = (R1 , . . . , Rn1 +m1 ), R(h) = (R(h)
1 , . . . , Rn1 ),
def

(nh)
(h)
R(nh) = (R(nh)
1 , . . . , Rm1 ), where Ri is the residual residing time, Ri is the residual active time, and
R(nh)
is the residual inactive time of mobile user i when there are n1 active users and m1 inactive
i
users in the cell.
Theorem 5.4.

P[(N1 , M1 ) = (n1, m1 ), R ≤ t, R(h) ≤ t (h) , R (nh) ≤ t (nh)]
(ρa1 )n1 −(1−ρ)a1 ((1 − ρ)a1 )m1
=g
e
n1 !
m1 !
n
n1
m1
1 +m1


(nh)
(h) (h)
×
F e(ti )
Ge (ti )
G(nh)
e (ti )1(0 ≤ n1 ≤ c1 )1(0 ≤ m1 )
i=1
2

i=1

i=1

It is not the case for a multi-cell network.
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def

def

def

where, t = (t1, . . . , tn1 +m1 ), t (h) = (t1(h), . . . , tn(h)1 ), t (nh) = (t1(nh), . . . , tm(nh)
). F e (t) is the equilibrium
1
distribution of F(t).


Proof. Please see Appendix.

The insensitivity property of (5.1) is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4.
5.3. Product-form approximation: cellular networks
The product-form approximation introduced in Sec. 5.1 makes the state-transition of the cell quasireversible. Thus, we can expect that, under the product-form approximation, the number of calls in
progress in each cell has the product form. This conjecture is confirmed by the following theorem:
Theorem 5.5. If the residing time, active time, and inactive time are all exponentially distributed,
then the joint distribution of N and M has the following product form under the product-form
approximation:
p(n, m) = g

J


e−(1−ρ)ai

i=1

def

g = 1/

ci
J 

(ρai )k
i=1 k=0

k!

(ρai )ni ((1 − ρ)ai )mi
1(0 ≤ ni ≤ ci )1(0 ≤ mi ),
ni !
mi !

.

(5.4)

Proof. In the cellular network model under the product-form approximation, there are nine driving processes that cause the state transitions: 1) new active user arrivals, 2) new inactive user
arrivals, 3) generation of new calls, 4) completion of calls, 5) arrival of hand-oﬀs (arrival of active
users from neighboring cells), 6) arrival of inactive users from neighboring cells, 7) arrival of suspending users from neighboring cells, 8) active user departures, and 9) inactive user departures.
The transition rates by these driving processes from state (n, m), where 0 ≤ n ≤ c, 0 ≤ m, are
given below:
q((n, m), (n + ei , m)) = λ0i ρ1(ni < ci ),
q((n, m), (n, m + ei )) = (1 − ρ)λ0i ,
q((n, m), (n + ei , m − ei )) = μ(nh)mi 1(ni < ci ),
q((n, m), (n − ei , m + ei )) = μ(h) ni ,
q((n, m), (n − ei + e j , m)) = μi ni pi j 1(n j < c j ),
)) = μi mi pi j ,
q((n, m), (n, m − ei + e j 
ρλ j p ji 1(n j = c j )1(ni < ci ),
q((n, m), (n + ei , m)) =
ji

8) q((n, m), (n − ei , m)) = μi ni pi0 + μi ni
pi j 1(n j = c j ),

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

9) q((n, m), (n, m − ei )) = μi mi pi0 .

ji

The balance equation is given by
p(n, m)

=

J


J


[λ0i ((1 − ρ) + ρ1(ni < ci )) + μi (ni + mi ) + μ(nh) mi 1(ni < ci ) + μ(h)ni
i=1 
+
ρλi pi j 1(ni = ci )1(n j < c j )]
ji

[p(n − ei , m)ρλ0i 1(ni > 0) + p(n, m − ei )(1 − ρ)λ0i 1(mi > 0)]

i=1
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+
+

J

i=1
J


[p(n + ei , m)μi (ni + 1)pi01(ni < ci ) + p(n, m + ei )μi (mi + 1)pi0 ]
[p(n + ei , m − ei )μ(h)(ni + 1)1(ni < ci )1(mi > 0)

i=1

+p(n − ei , m + ei )(mi + 1)μ(nh)1(ni > 0)]
J
J 

+
[p(n + ei − e j , m)μi(ni + 1)pi j 1(ni < ci )1(n j > 0)
i=1

ji

+p(n − e j , m)ρλi pi j 1(ni = ci )1(n j > 0)
+p(n + ei , m)μi (ni + 1)pi j 1(ni < ci )1(n j = c j )
+p(n, m + ei − e j )μi(mi + 1)pi j1(m j > 0)].

(5.5)

To prove the theorem, we first show that (5.4) satisfies the balance equation. For this purpose, we
divide the balance equation into the following partial balance equations:
p(n, m)

J


[μ(nh)mi 1(ni < ci ) + μ(h)ni ]

i=1

=

J


[p(n + ei , m − ei )μ(h)(ni + 1)1(ni < ci )1(mi > 0)

i=1

+p(n − ei , m + ei )μ(nh)(mi + 1)1(ni > 0)],
J

p(n, m) ((1 − ρ) + ρ1(ni < ci ))λ0i

(5.6)

i=1

=

J


p(n, m)

[p(n + ei , m)μi (ni + 1)pi01(ni < ci ) + p(n, m + ei )μi(mi + 1)pi0],

i=1
J


(5.7)

μi (ni + mi )

i=1

=

J


[p(n − ei , m)ρλ0i 1(ni > 0) + p(n, m − ei )(1 − ρ)λ0i 1(mi > 0)]

i=1

+

J
J 

i=1

[p(n + ei − e j , m)μi(ni + 1)pi j 1(ni < ci )1(n j > 0)

ji

+p(n − e j , m)ρλi pi j 1(ni = ci )1(n j > 0)
+p(n, m + ei − e j )μi (mi + 1)pi j1(m j > 0)],
J 

p(n, m)
ρλi pi j 1(ni = ci )1(n j < c j )
i=1

=

ji

J 

i=1

(5.8)

p(n + ei , m)μi(ni + 1)pi j 1(ni < ci )1(n j = c j ).

(5.9)

ji

First observe that (5.4) yields
p(n + ei , m − ei )μ(h) (ni + 1)1(ni < ci )1(mi > 0) + p(n − ei , m + ei )μ(nh)(mi + 1)1(ni > 0)
= p(n, m)(μ(nh)mi 1(ni < ci ) + μ(h)ni )
from which (5.6) follows. Next, it follows from (5.4) that
p(n − ei , m)ρλ0i 1(ni > 0) + p(n, m − ei )(1 − ρ)λ0i 1(mi > 0) = p(n, m)
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J


[p(n + ei − e j , m)μi (ni + 1)pi j1(ni < ci )1(n j > 0)

i j

+p(n − e j , m)ρλi pi j 1(ni = ci )1(n j > 0) + p(n, m + ei − e j )μi (mi + 1)pi j 1(n j > 0)]
J

λi
(n j 1(ni ≤ ci ) + m j )μ j pi j
= p(n, m)
λ
j

i j
λ0 j
(n j + m j )μ j
= p(n, m) 1 −
λj


(n j + m j )λ0 j
= p(n, m) μ j (n j + m j ) −
aj

from which (5.8) follows. Similarly, it follows from (5.4) that
p(n + ei , m)μi(ni + 1)pi j 1(ni < ci )1(n j = c j ) = p(n, m)ρλi pi j 1(ni < ci )1(n j = c j ),
from which (5.9) follows. Finally, (5.7) follows if
p(n + ei , m)μi(ni + 1)pi01(ni < ci ) + p(n, m + ei )μi(mi + 1)pi0
= p(n, m)ai μi pi0 (ρ1(ni < ci ) + (1 − ρ)),
J
J


λ0i =
ai μi pi0 .
i=1

i=1

The first equality follows from (5.4). The second equality follows from the traﬃc equation (3.2).
Thus, (5.4) certainly satisfies the balance equation.
To finish the proof, we should show that the considered Markov chain is ergodic (also see
Remark 4.3: here we assume that (3.2) has the unique solution). To this end, observe that

n m

J 

p(n, m)
λ0i ((1 − ρ) + ρ1(ni < ci )) + μi (ni + mi ) + μ(nh)mi 1(ni < ci ) + μ(h) ni

 i=1
+
ρλi pi j 1(ni = ci )1(n j < c j )]
ji

<



J 


p(n, m)
λ0i + μi (ni + mi ) + μ(nh)mi + μ(h)ni + ρλi

(5.10)

n m
i=1
J


=
λ0i + ai μi + ρai μ(h) + (1 − ρ)ai μ(nh) + ρλi < ∞.
i=1

Thus the ergodicity follows from Corollary 4.4 in [1] (page 53), which finishes the proof.



Remark 5.6. Under the product-from approximation, the insensitivity on the product-form distribution (5.4) also follows; (5.4) depends on the residing-time, the active-duration, and the inactiveduration distributions only through their means. To prove the insensitivity, we describe the system
by the generalized semi-Markov process and apply Theorem 4.1 in Miyazawa [10].
5.4. Remark on the call-blocking and handoﬀ-blocking probabilities
It is a direct consequence of Theorem 5.4 that the channel-full-occupancy probability of cell i,
P[Ni = ci ], is given by the Erlang-loss formula. This does not, however, always conclude that
call-blocking and handoﬀ-blocking probabilities are also given by the Erlang-loss formula because
they are diﬀerently defined as explained in Section 5.1.
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Figure 3: Cell network used in the simulation
Fortunately, it can be easily seen that the handoﬀ-blocking probability is equal to the channelfull-occupancy probability. This comes from the fact that, in the network of quasi-reversible
queues, the arrival to any node observes time average, with the arrived job itself exclude (Theorem 4.14 in [3]). That is, active users see the time-average behavior of a cell at their arrival epochs
to the cell, and thus the handoﬀ-blocking probability is equal to the channel-full-occupancy probability. In addition to this, if the inactive duration is exponentially distributed, then the call blocking probability is also equal to the channel-full-occupancy probability as explained in Section 5.1.
Thus, in usual cases, the call-blocking and the handoﬀ-blocking probabilities are also given by the
Erlang-loss formula.
For the case when the inactive duration is not exponentially distributed, we need subtle discussion because the call generation process by inactive users is no longer Poisson process. To discuss
non-exponential-inactive-duration cases, we note that the cellular mobile system discussed in this
paper can be modeled by a Generalized Semi-Markov Process (GSMP) (see Appendix). A GSMP
having the stationary distribution like (5.3) is called product-form decomposable. It is known that
a GSMP is product-form decomposable, then the state transition epochs of the GSMP sees the stationary distribution of the system [10] (please also see Remark A.3). This observation suggests the
following conjecture; the call-blocking probability is equal to the channel-full-occupancy probability even if the inactive duration is not exponentially distributed. The rigorous proof of this
conjecture remains a future study.
6. Numerical Examples
In the previous section, we show that, under the product-from approximation, the call-blocking
probability is given by the Erlang-loss formula. In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of the
product-from approximation using the simulation experiments.
6.1. Network model
To see the accuracy of the product-form approximation, we conducted simulation experiments
using the network model depicted in Figure 3, which was made of 19 cells. In the simulation, we
let hi = 120 min and th = 3 min. Concerning the average inactive duration, we considered two
c Operations Research Society of Japan JORSJ (2007) 50-4
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Figure 4: Call-blocking proba- Figure 5: Call-blocking proba- Figure 6: Call-blocking probability in cell 2
bility in cell 8
bility in cell 1
diﬀerent cases: tnh = 60 min or tnh = 6 min. We assumed that each cell has the same external
traﬃc and the same number of channels (λ01 = λ02 = . . . = λ019 and c1 = c2 = . . . = c19 ). Note that
the external arrival of mobile users occurred even in inner cells (for example, cell 1); the external
arrival of a mobile user corresponds to the event whereby he switches on his mobile phone.
6.2. Accuracy of the product-form approximation
First, we compared the call-blocking probabilities in the simulation with those evaluated by the
Erlang-loss formula (5.2). The number of channels of each cell was set at 50 and the probability
pi j (i, j  0) and pi0 (i  0) were given by the following:
pi j =

1/7 if cell i is neighbor to cell j,
0
otherwise,

⎧
⎪
1/7 i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7,
⎪
⎪
⎨
3/7 i = 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, or 19,
pi0 = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ 4/7 i = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18.

(6.1)
(6.2)

In the simulation, we evaluated the call blocking probability by changing a1ρ from 0 to 160. The
results are shown in Figure 4 (cell 1), Figure 5 (cell 2), and Figure 6 (cell 8). Note that, under the
product-form approximation, ai ρ corresponds to the oﬀered traﬃc of cell i. Thus, we refer ai ρ to
as the model traﬃc in this section.
The figures show that, when tnh = 60 min, the call blocking probability in the simulation and
that evaluated by (5.2) were very close. This suggests that the error caused by the product-form
approximation is almost negligible when the average inactive duration is much longer than the
average active duration. However, when tnh = 6 min, we see some gap between the call blocking
probability in the simulation and that by the Erlang-loss formula. This gap was caused by the
call requests by hand-oﬀ users who meet with hand-oﬀ blocking; the product-form approximation
neglects this eﬀect.
The WHITE PAPER of Information and Communications in Japan published by Ministry of
Internal Aﬀairs and Communications [8] reported that the average total holding time per contract
in a day is 3 min and 16 sec. This report indicates that the case tnh = 6 min (and th = 3 min) is
very unusual, and thus the use of Erlang-loss formula does not yield large error in the estimation
of the call blocking probability in usual cases.
Under the setting of transition probability (6.1) and (6.2), the oﬀered traﬃc in inner cells (for
example, cell 1) is much larger than the oﬀered traﬃc in outer cells (for example, cell 8). So, we
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also conducted another simulation experiment by letting
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7

pi j =

for i = 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, or 19

pi j =

for i = 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18

pi j =

1/7
0
3/14
0
2/7
0

cell i is neighbor to cell j,
otherwise,
cell i is neighbor to cell j,
otherwise,
cell i is neighbor to cell j,
otherwise,

(6.3)

and
for i = 1, . . . , 19

pi0 = 1/7.

(6.4)

The results are shown in Figure 7 (cell 1), Figure 8 (cell 2), and Figure 9 (cell 8), where we see
the results similar with those in Figures 4, 5, and 6.
6.3. Equivalent traﬃc
The model traﬃc ai ρ cannot be directly observed because model parameters ρ and hi are generally
hard to observe. In actual situations, the following value seems to be used as the load of cell i:
αi =

ni 
,
1 − bi

(6.5)

where ni  is the average number of calls in cell i and bi is the call blocking probability of cell i.
We refer αi to as the “equivalent traﬃc”. Note that αi diﬀers to ai ρ.
Figures 10, 11, and 12 respectively compare the model traﬃc with the equivalent traﬃc of
cells 1, 2, and 8. All results were obtained when the transition probabilities were given by (6.1)
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and (6.2). As expected, when tnh = 6 min, there is some discrepancy between the model traﬃc
and the equivalent traﬃc. This is because the equivalent traﬃc naturally takes into account the
call requests by hand-oﬀ users who encounter hand-oﬀ blockings, while the model traﬃc does
not. Thus, we can expect the use of the equivalent traﬃc to enable us to evaluate the call-blocking
probability or the necessary number of channels with high accuracy, even for unusual cases like
tnh = 6 min.
To confirm this expectation, in Figures 13, 14 and 15, we respectively compared the callblocking probabilities in cells 1, 2, and 8 obtained bn the simulation with those evaluated by the
Erlang-loss formula with the equivalent traﬃc. Even for the case tnh = 6, both call blocking probabilities are very close. In other words, we can accurately evaluate the call blocking probability
based on the Erlang-loss formula if we use the equivalent traﬃc.
6.4. Channel provisioning based on equivalent traﬃc
Finally, we investigated the possibility of channel provisioning (evaluation of the necessary number of channels) based on the Erlang-loss formula using the equivalent traﬃc. To this end, we
initially conducted the simulation with various numbers of initial channels and evaluated the
equivalent traﬃc (6.5) in cell 1. The model traﬃc was fixed at 100. Subsequently, based on
the Erlang-loss formula with the equivalent traﬃc, we calculated the number of designed channels, which are necessary and suﬃcient to ensure a call blocking probability of below 0.01. The
equivalent traﬃc and the number of designed channels are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Note
that we confirmed through the simulation that the exact number of channels necessary and suﬃcient for ensuring call-blocking probabilities of below 0.01 in cell 1 was 117 when tnh = 6 min
and 118 tnh = 60 min. The transition probabilities were given by (6.1) and (6.2).
The tables indicate that the channel provisioning based on the equivalent traﬃc was accurate
besides unusual cases like tnh = 6 min and the number of initial channels was much smaller than
that of those properly designed (118). In the case where tnh = 6 min and the number of initial
channels was much smaller than 118, the equivalent traﬃc and the number of designed channels
were overestimated. However, there was no case where the number of designed channels was
underestimated.
In Figure 16, we show the exact call blocking probability observed in the simulation when
the channels were provisioned according to the number of designed channels estimated from the
equivalent traﬃc. As explained above, when tnh = 6 min and the number of initial channels was
much smaller than the proper number of channels (117), the channels were overprovisioned and
thus the resultant call blocking probability was much lower than 0.01. Except for these unusual
cases, the call blocking probability was close to 0.01. These results confirm that, by using the
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Table 1: Equivalent traﬃc and the necessary number of channels (tnh = 6 min)
Number of initial channels

50

60

70

80

90

100

Equivalent traffic

128.65

118.81

114.61

109.83

105.65

103.14

Number of designed channels

147

137

133

128

123

121

Number of initial channels

110

120

130

140

150

160

Equivalent traffic

100.67

100.35

100.20

100.23

100.12

100.25

Number of designed channels

118

118

118

118

118

118

Table 2: Equivalent traﬃc and the necessary number of channels (tnh = 60 min)
Number of initial channels

50

60

70

80

90

100

Equivalent traffic

101.63

101.30

100.91

100.52

100.28

100.12

Number of designed channels

119

119

118

118

118

118

Number of initial channels

110

120

130

140

150

160

Equivalent traffic

99.96

99.88

99.85

99.87

99.86

99.86

Number of designed channels

117

117

117

117

117

117

notion of equivalent traﬃc, channel provisioning based on the Erlang-loss formula is possible,
even in cellular mobile networks.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a network model for cellular mobile systems and show the analysis
in the product-form framework. The model explained in this paper does not consider either the
channel reservation for hand-oﬀ users [4] or the soft-handover used in CDMA systems [15, 16].
The proposal of a network model that can take these detailed system features into account remains
an area for future study.
A. Proof of Theorem 5.4
Here, we prove Theorem 5.4 by describing the transition of the state (n1, m1 ) by a GSMP (Generalized Semi-Markov Process) [10].
The GSMP is a probability model in which many clocks fixed at active sites are finitely running
under a given global state called a macro state. When one clock completes its lifetime, which is
called the expiry of a site, a transition of the macro state occurs and new sites may be activated
with new lifetimes while other clocks retain their residual lifetimes.
Our model has four types of sites. The first has a clock which counts the inter-arrival time
between users. We call it a type-0 site. The second has a clock which counts the remaining
residual time of a user at a cell. We call this type of site type 1. The third has a clock which counts
the remaining active duration of an active user, which we call a type 2 site. The last has a clock
for counting the remaining inactive duration of an inactive user, which we call a type 3 site. We
define the following:
def

X(t) = (n1(t), m1 (t))
def
(nh)
(h)
(nh)
Y(t) = (τ(t), R1(t), . . . , Rn1 +m1 (t), R(h)
1 (t), . . . , Rn1 (t), R1 (t), . . . , Rm1 (t)),

(A.1)

where, τ(t) denotes the interval between the current time t and the next user arrival instant. In the
context of the GSMP, X(t) corresponds to the macro state and each element of Y(t) denotes the
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Figure 16: Call blocking probability when channels were provisioned based on the equivalent
traﬃc
remaining lifetime of each active site.
When X(t) = (n1(t), m1(t)), there is one type-0 site, (n1 + m1 )-type-1 sites, n1-type-2 sites,
and m1 -type-3 sites. An arriving active user, finding the macro state was in (n1(t), m1(t)), gets the
s1 th type-1 site with probability 1/(n1 + m1 + 1) for s1 = 1, . . . , n1 + m1 + 1, and gets the s2 th
type-2 site with probability 1/(n1 + 1) for s2 = 1, . . . , n1 + 1. In this case, a type-1 site in position
l1 ( s1 ) moves to γ1(l1) where γ1 is a permutation of the indices 1, . . . , n1 + m1 + 1 except s1 .
Similarly, a type-2 site in position l2( s2 ) moves to γ2 (l2) where γ2 is a permutation of the indices
1, . . . , n1 + 1 except s2 . When a user who possesses the s1 th-type-1 site and the s2 th-type-2 site
departs the cell, leaving the macro state in (n1(t), m1 (t)), a type-1 sites in position l1( s1 ) moves
to β1 (l1 ) and a type-2 site in position l2 ( s2 ) moves to β2 (l2), where β1 is a permutation of the
indices 1, . . . , n1 + m1 and β2 is a permutation of the indices 1, . . . , n1 .
As explained above, in our model, two new sites can be activated at once. More precisely, at
the arrival of a new user, a type-1 site and a type-2 (or type-3) site are simultaneously activated.
Similarly, at the departure of a user, a type-1 site and a type-2 (or type-3) site expire simultaneously. Note that, the expiration of the type-2 (or type-3) site at the departure of a user corresponds
to the so-called interruption. Here, the interruption means that a site is ended although its remaining lifetime does not reach zero. Some GSMPs allow such site interruptions (see [10]). In our
model, each element of Y(t) (remaining lifetime of each active site) decreases at rate one.
We use the following notation:
– Γ(x): a set of sites that are active when the macro state is x.
– Γ(x, x ; s): a set of sites that are active before and after the transition x → x caused by the
expiration of site s, and that their remaining lifetimes are not changed at the transition.
– p(x, x ; s): the probability that the macro state moves to x by the transition from x caused by
the expiration of site s.
– P[x]: probability that X = x.
– μ s : the inverse of the mean lifetime of site s.
– S : a set of sites.
– S i : a set of type-i sites. (i = 0, 1, 2, 3)
In the following, N s denotes a point process composed of expiration instants of site s, and λ s
denotes the intensity of N s . Similarly, when U is a set of sites, we let NU denote a point process
composed of expiration instants of sites in U and let λS U denote its intensity. We also let P s
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(PU ) denote the Palm measure with respect to the point process N s (NU ). We further define the
following:
def
def
(A.2)
P[x, θ] = E[e−θ·Y 1(X = x)], P s [x, θ] = E s [e−θ·Y 1(X = x)],
where θ = {θi } is a vector and E s [·] is the expectation with respect to the Palm measure P s . In
some cases, instead of θ, we use a vector θ(s) which is defined by
def

θ(s) = {θi (s)},

def

θi (s) =

θi i  s,
0 i = s.

The discussion of this section follows the paper by Miyazawa [10]. However, there is a small
diﬀerence between our model and that in [10]. Our model allows simultaneous activations of
multiple sites, as explained in the above, while the model in [10] does not. In addition, at the
arrival instant of a user, a lifetime of the type-2 (type-3) site is sampled from the distribution G(h)
e (t)
(t)),
while,
at
an
instant
of
call
generation
(completion),
a
lifetime
of
the
type-2
(type-3)
(or G(nh)
e
site is sampled from the distribution G(h) (t) (or G(nh) (t)). To consider the diﬀerence mentioned
above, we slightly modify the results in [10]. However, this modification is not essential, so here
we show the outline of the proof. For the detailed discussion, please see [10].
Lemma A.1 (Miyazawa [10] Lemma 4.1). If the joint distribution of (X, Y) has the form such that
def

P[x, t]( = P[X = x, Y ≤ t]) = P[x]



H s (t s),

(A.3)

s

where H s (t) is a distribution depending only on the index s ∈ S , then

Ĥl (θl),
λ s P s [x, θ(s)] = H s (0)P[x]1(s ∈ Γ(x))
ls

where Ĥ s (θ) is the Laplace transform of H s (t), H s(0) is a right-hand derivative of H s (t) at t = 0.
Moreover, if (A.3) holds, we have


P[x]1(s ∈ Γ(x))H s(0) =
P[x]1(s ∈ Γ(x ))H s(0)p(x, x; s).
(A.4)

x s
x x s
Remark A.2. If the joint distribution of (X, Y) has the form such as (A.3), then the GSMP is
called product-form decomposable. In our model, H s (t) should depend only on the type of site to
which s belongs, that is
⎧ (r)
⎪
H (t) s ∈ S 1 ,
⎪
⎪
⎨ (h)
(t) s ∈ S 2 ,
H
H s (t) = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ H (nh) (t) s ∈ S .
3
Thus, the stationary distribution (A.3) can be written as
P[(N1 , M1 ) = (n1 , m1 ), R ≤ t, R(h) ≤ t (h) , R (nh) ≤ t (nh)]
n1 +m1
n1
m1


(ρa1 )n1 −(1−ρ)a1 ((1 − ρ)a1)m1 
(r)
(h) (h)
H (ti )
H (ti )
H (nh) (ti(nh)).
=g
e
n1 !
m1 !
i=1
i=1
i=1

(A.5)

Remark A.3. Lemma A.1 implies that, if GSMP is product-form decomposable, then the point
process N s sees the stationary distribution of the macro state X and the remaining lifetime of the
macro state Y besides site s.
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Lemma A.4. If the joint distribution of X and Y is product-form decomposable, then
⎧
⎪
F e (t)
s ∈ S 1,
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨ (h)
Ge (t) s ∈ S 2 ,
H s (t) = ⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩ G(nh)
e (t) s ∈ S 3 .
Proof. Since type-1 sites are not interrupted, the straightforward application of Lemma 4.2 in
Miyazawa [10] proves that H s (t) = F e (t) for s ∈ S 1 . To get the result for s ∈ S 2 , we define
(h)

Z(t) = e−θRs

for s ∈ S 2 .

(t)

Applying the rate conservation law of Miyazawa [9] to Z(t) yields
(h)

θE[e−Rs

(0)θ

(h)

] = λS E S [e−Rs

(0−)θ

(h)

] − λS E S [e−Rs

(0+)θ

],

(A.6)

where from the product-form decomposability
(h)

θE[e−Rs

(0)θ

] = θ Ĥ s(θ) = θ Ĥ (h)(θ).

(A.7)

On the other hand, it follows from Lemma A.1 that
(h)

(h)

λS E S [e−Rs (0−)θ ] − λS E S [e−Rs (0+)θ ]
(h)
(h)
(h)
(h)
= λS 1 (E S 1 [e−Rs (0−)θ ] − E S 1 [e−Rs (0+)θ ]) + λS 2 (E S 2 [e−Rs (0−)θ ] − E S 2 [e−Rs (0+)θ ])
(h)
(h)
+λS 3 (E S 3 [e−Rs (0−)θ] − E S 3 [e−Rs (0+)θ ])
(h)
(h)
(A.8)
= a s (1 − Ĝ(h)
e (θ)) + b s (1 − Ĝ (θ)) + c s ( Ĥ (θ) − 1),
where

def
a s = λ01
P[x]p(x, x; 0)1(s  Γ(x , x; 0)),
x 
x

def
P[x ]1(s ∈ Γ(x))Hd (0)p(x, x; d)1(s  Γ(x, x; d)),
bs =
x 
x d∈S
3

def
P[x]1(s ∈ Γ(x))Hd (0)p(x, x ; d)1(s  Γ(x, x ; d)).
cs =
x x d∈S 1
Note that a s denotes the creation ratio of site s caused by the arrival of active users, b s denotes the
creation ratio of site s caused by the call requests by inactive users, and c s denotes the termination
ratio of site s caused by the departures of users.
Substituting (A.7) and (A.8) into (A.6) yields
(h)
(h)
θ Ĥ (h) (θ) = a s (1 − Ĝ(h)
e (θ)) + b s (1 − Ĝ (θ)) + c s ( Ĥ (θ) − 1),

or likewise

d (h)
(h)
(h)
H (t) = a s (1 − G(h)
e (t)) + b s (1 − G (t)) + c s (H (t) − 1).
dt

(A.9)

Now we show that (A.9) has the solution H (h) (t) = G(h)
e (t). First observe that the symmetry of
arrival and departure leads to a s = c s . Thus,
d (h)
(h)
H (t) = a s H (h) (t) − a sG(h)
e (t) + b s (1 − G (t)).
dt
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By solving the above equation, we get
 t


(h)
as t
e−as u b s (1 − G(h) (u)) − a sG(h)
H (t) = e
e (u) du
0
 t
1
(h)
ast
e−as u(b s − )(1 − G(h) (u))du.
= Ge (t) + e
th
0
Since H (h) (∞) = 1,



∞

ast

lim e

t→∞

e−asu (b s −

0

1
)(1 − G(h) (u))du = 0,
th

and thus b s has to be equal to 1/th . Hence, we obtain H (h) (t) = G(h)
e (t). The similar argument yields
(nh)

H s (t) = Ge (t) when s ∈ S 3 .
Lemma A.5. If the joint distribution of X and Y is the product-form decomposable, then

μd P[x ]p(x, x; d)1(s  Γ(x , x; d)).
(A.10)
1(s ∈ Γ(x))μ sP[x] =

x d
In addition, if s ∈ S 2 (s ∈ S 3 ), then the summation on d in the right hand side of (A.10) is to be
taken for sites in S 3 (S 2 ). On the other hand, if (A.10) and (A.4) holds, then the joint distribution
of X and Y is the product-form decomposable such as (5.3).
Proof. We first show that the product-from decomposability leads to (A.10). It follows from (4.16)
in [10] that for s ∈ S 1
θ1(s ∈ Γ(x))P[x]Ĥ s(θ) = K1 (x, s)(1 − F̂(θ)) − K2 (x, s)(1 − Ĥ s (θ)),
where



P[x ]Hd (0)p(x , x; d)1(s  Γ(x , x; d)),
x d


K2 (x, s) =
P[x]1(d ∈ Γ(x))H s(0) −
P[x]Hd (0)p(x , x; d)1(s ∈ Γ(x, x; d)).
ds
x d
(A.11)
K1 (x, s) =

Since H s (t) = F e (t) (by Lemma A.4) and F̂ e(θ) = μ s (1 − F̂(θ))/θ, we have
(K1 (x, s) − 1(s ∈ Γ(x))P[x]μ s)F̂ e(θ) = μ s K2 (x, s)

1 − F̂ e (θ)
.
θ

If F(t) is not exponentially distributed, the above equation holds only if
K1 (x, s) − 1(s ∈ Γ(x))P[x]μ s = K2 (x, s) = 03 .
Since Hd (t) = F e (t) for d ∈ S 1 ,
Hd (0) = F e (0) = lim
t→0

1 − F(t) 1
= = μd ,
h
h

for d ∈ S 1 ,

where h is the average residual time in a cell. Similarly, we have Hd (0) = μd for d ∈ S 2 or d ∈ S 3 .
Combining this fact with K1 (x, s) − 1(s ∈ Γ(x))P[x]μ s yields (A.10). Note that K2 (x, s) = 0
3

Since K1 (x, s) − 1(s ∈ Γ(x))P[x]μs = K2 (x, s), this condition is not required if F(t) is exponentially distributed.
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follows from K1 (x, s) − 1(s ∈ Γ(x))P[x, s]μ s = 0 and (A.4). A similar argument holds for s ∈ S 2
and s ∈ S 3 .
It should be noted that when s ∈ S 2 , in the summation of the right hand side of (A.10), the
contribution of the type-0 site is cancelled out by that of the type-1 site. In addition, there is no
contribution of the type-2 site. Thus, when s ∈ S 2 , the summation on d on the right hand side of
(A.10) is to be taken for type-3 sites. Similarly, when s ∈ S 3 , the summation on d is to be taken
for type-2 sites on the right hand side of (A.10).
By following the above discussion in reverse, we can confirm that (A.10) and (A.4) lead to
product-from decomposability.

Equation (A.10) allows the following interpretation; that is, the left-hand side of (A.10) corresponds to the expiration ratio of site s, and the right-hand side of (A.10) corresponds to the
creation ratio of site s. Thus, (A.10) implies that the expiration and creation ratios of site s are
balanced.
Now, we are ready to prove the theorem. Consider the case where x = (n1, m1 ) and s ∈ S 2 .
Firstly, observe that
left hand side of (A.10) = μ(h) p(n1, m1 )
Since p((n1 − 1, m1 + 1), (n1, m1 ); d) = 1/n1 for d ∈ S 3 and the summation in the right-hand side
of (A.10) is to be taken for sites in S 3 when s ∈ S 2 , then

p(n1 − 1, m1 + 1)μ(nh) p((n1 − 1, m1 + 1), (n1, m1 ); d)
right hand side of (A.10) =
d∈S 3

= p(n1 − 1, m1 + 1)

m1 + 1 (nh)
μ
n1

(A.12)

Thus, (A.10) holds if
n1μ(h) p(n1, m1 ) = (m1 + 1)μ(nh) p(n1 − 1, m1 + 1)

(1 ≤ n1 ≤ c1 ),

which follows from (5.1). When x = (n1, m1 ) and s ∈ S 3 , (A.10) also holds if
m1 μ(nh) p(n1, m1 ) = (n1 + 1)μ(h) p(n1 + 1, m1 − 1)

(0 ≤ n1 < c1, 1 ≤ m1 ),

which also follows from (5.1). Finally, when x = (n1, m1 ) and s ∈ S 1 , (A.10) holds if
μp(n1, m1 ) =

ρλ01
(1 − ρ)λ01
p(n1 − 1, m1 ) +
p(n1, m1 − 1) (1 ≤ n1 ≤ c1 , 1 ≤ m1),
n 1 + m1
n 1 + m1

which also follows from (5.1). In addition, (A.4) is equivalent to the balance equation. Thus,
it follows from Lemma A.5 that (5.1) is valid even when the residing time, active duration and
inactive duration are non-exponentially distributed.
Note that the inter-arrival time of users should be exponentially distributed. This is because
when x = (0, 0) and s = 0, (A.10) becomes
λp(0, 0) = 0,
which is not satisfied.
Remark A.6. When x = (c1 , m1 ) and s ∈ S 3 , then (A.10) becomes
μ(nh) p(c1, m1 ) = μ(nh) p(c1, m1 ),
which is an identity and thus holds. This means that the occurrence of call blocking does not break
the insensitivity.
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